Abstract-Performing delicate Minimally Invasive Surgeries (MIS) forces surgeons to accurately assess the position and orientation (pose) of surgical instruments. In current practice, this pose information is provided by conventional tracking systems (optical and electro-magnetic). Two challenges render these systems inadequate for minimally invasive bone surgery: the need for instrument positioning with high precision and occluding tissue blocking the line of sight. Fluoroscopic tracking is limited by the radiation exposure to patient and surgeon. A possible solution is constraining the acquisition of x-ray images. The distinct acquisitions at irregular intervals require a pose estimation solution instead of a tracking technique. We develop i3PosNet (Iterative Image Instrument Pose estimation Network), a patchbased modular Deep Learning method enhanced by geometric considerations, which estimates the pose of surgical instruments from single x-rays. For the evaluation of i3PosNet, we consider the scenario of drilling in the otobasis. i3PosNet generalizes well to different instruments, which we show by applying it to a screw, a drill and a robot. i3PosNet consistently estimates the pose of surgical instruments better than conventional image registration techniques by a factor of 5 and more achieving inplane position errors of 0.031 mm±0.025 mm and angle errors of 0.031
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I. INTRODUCTION
MIS lead to shorter hospital stays due to smaller incisions and less operation trauma [1] . Recent years show a surge of MIS for bone surgery, e.g. Lateral bone surgery, where clinical instrument positioning needs to be more accurate than 0.5 mm [2] . To achieve this positioning accuracy, measured positions of surgical instruments and tools are required to be ten times more accurate (errors less than 0.05 mm). In combination with the orientation, this would enable methods from Computer-Aided Intervention or robotic surgery to be exploited for similar applications. Optical or electro-magnetic tracking systems work well for soft tissue interventions, but fail, when the line-of-sight (LoS) is limited and sub-millimeter accuracies are required [3] .
i3PosNet is a generalized, Iterative Deep Learning framework to determine the pose of Surgical Instruments from a single x-ray. The pose has five degrees of freedom (2 + 1 for position and 2 for orientation). We apply i3PosNet to lateral skull base surgery, e.g. cochlear implantation or vestibular schwannoma removal. The current clinical practice in lateral base surgery is to remove a large part of the otobasis in order to reveal all risk structures to the surgeon. Current research on navigation for cochlear implantation [4] - [7] assumes the drill David Kügler, Andrei Stefanov and Anirban Mukhopadhyay are with the Dept. of Computer Science, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany.
Manuscript received February 26, 2018 to be rigid and relies on tracking the drill at the tool's base or measures the closeness to a risk structure, e.g. the facial nerve [8] . No image-based method has been proposed yet that captures the pose of surgical instruments in the otobasis. We propose a novel method based on a modular Deep Learning approach with geometric considerations. Unlike endto-end this modular approach predicts the positions of multiple landmark points and derives the pose (position, forward angle, projection angle and depth -all defined w.r.t. the projection geometry) from these positions in a follow-up step using their geometric relationship. The term "modular" is motivated from this divide-and-conquer-approach. i3PosNet consistently beats competing state-of-art instrument pose estimation techniques [9] , [10] by a factor of 5 − 10 .
Our proposed method finds the pose of an instrument on a x-ray image given an initial estimate of said pose. Initial poses are constrained to clinically plausible differences. This paper introduces three core concepts in its design: 1) the geometric conversion between instrument landmarks and the pose, 2) a statistically driven training dataset generation scheme and 3) an iterative patch-based pose prediction scheme.
In this work, we estimate the pose from a single image and evaluate poses w.r.t. the arrangement of the x-ray source and detector. The five dimensions of the pose are the in-plane position (x and y) and the depth as well as two rotations: 1) around the projection normal and 2) the rotation of the instrument's main axis out of the image plane (projection angle). Since the instruments are rotationally symmetric, we ignore the rotation of the instrument around its own axis. This separation ensures the independence of components that demonstrate different degrees of estimation accuracy.
We identify three challenges for instrument pose estimation using x-ray images: 1) the unavailability of ground truth poses, 2) the sensitivity to local and patient-specific anatomy [11] and 3) the poor generalization of hand-crafted instrument features.
A major challenge for all pose estimation techniques is the generation of images that are annotated with ground truth poses to learn from and compare with. To determine the projection parameters w.r.t. an instrument in a real-world carm setup, the instrument, detector and source position have to be measured. Due to the perspective projection nature of the carm, the required ground truth precision of the source w.r.t. the instrument embedded in the anatomy is not achievable to assert the desired pose estimation accuracy. The use of simulated images allows us to additionally control the distribution of the instrument pose and projection parameters.
The Deep Learning approach derives abstract feature representations of the instrument, that are independent of the anatomy. We show this by 3-fold cross-validation on three patient anatomies and three different instruments, a screw, a conventional drill (where the tip is tracked) and a custom arXiv:1802.09575v1 [cs.CV] 26 Feb 2018 drill robot (which has additional degrees of freedom, that are present in the images, but not determined by i3PosNet).
Additionally, we perform an extensive analysis of the design parameters of the convolutional neural network (CNN) including its layout and the optimizer parameters. We investigate optimal properties for the data set including the distributions for the image generation parameters and the chosen size of the training data set. The evaluation incorporates the analysis of method parameters such as iteration count, modular vs. end-toend comparison and the dependence on initial pose estimates. Finally, we compare our results with a state-of-art registrationbased pose estimation approach.
In this paper, we present three key contributions:
• The first Deep Learning method* for instrument pose estimation (including depth) from single image fluoroscopy.
• Generalization to multiple instruments (rigid and nonrigid) while patient-independent and no requirement of individual patient CT scans.
• A large dataset* of x-ray images with exact reference poses and a method to generate these from statistical distributions. * The code and the dataset will be made publicly available upon acceptance.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Pose Estimation in Medical images
In Medical Imaging, Pose Estimation has been covered intensively with regards to two related research questions: C-Arm pose estimation (CBCT) and estimation of surgical instruments in endoscopic images.
While Registration [12] , [13] is the dominant method for the estimation of the c-arm source and detector arrangement [14] - [16] , recent direct regression approaches such as Bui et.al. [17] using a CNN-based PoseNet architecture show potential.
Deep Learning techniques are prevalent for the pose estimation of surgical instruments on endoscopic images [18] , [19] , but sub-pixel accuracy is not achieved -in part because the manual ground truth annotation do not allow it.
Instrument pose estimation and tracking on monochrome images (x-ray, fluoroscopy and cell tracking) typically rely on registration [9] , [10] , [20] , segmentation [11] , [16] , [21] or matching of local features [22] . The latter two often leads to a feature-based registration.
Several specialized methods [11] , [16] , [22] are fine-tuned to specific instruments and cannot be applied to other instruments.
According to the classification by Markelj et.al. [12] 3D/2D-registration methods rely on an optimization loop to either minimize distances of feature points, maximize the similarity of images or match similar image gradients. The loop is built around a dimensional correspondence strategy (e.g. computational projection of 3D volume data to 2D) and evaluated after intra-operative images are available. A metric is used to compare the acquired data to a hypothesis (e.g. moving image) in order to increase the accuracy of said hypothesis. In contrast to this methodology, our method performs the 3D/2D correspondence a priori in the data generation so our model "learns" the geometry of the instrument. Additionally, we do not compare to a hypothesis but infer directly.
Litjens et.al. [23] provide an overview of approaches to boost registration performance by Deep Learning.
Miao et.al. [24] develop a registration approach based on convolutional neural networks, which we consider most related to i3PosNet. For three different clinical applications featuring objects without rotational symmetry, they show that they outperform conventional optimization and image metric-based registration approaches by a factor of up to 100. However our work differs significantly from Miao et.al. in five aspects: They use registration to determine the ground truth poses for training and evaluation; the size of their instruments (between 37 mm to 110 mm) is significantly larger than ours; they use multiple image patches and directly regress the rotation angles; they employ 974 specialized CNNs (non-Deep) and they operate on image differences between captured and generated images.
B. Key point Estimation
The usage of facial key points has been explored to estimate facial expressions [25] or for biometric applications. Sun et.al.
[26] presented a key contribution introducing a Deep Neural networks to predict the position of facial key points. Similar techniques have been developed for human pose estimation [27] and robots [28] .
Litjens et.al. [23] observe several deep learning approaches for landmark detection, which is complex for the direct regression of these landmarks in 3D data.
III. MATERIALS
We generate Digitally Rendered Radiographs (DRR) from CT volumes and meshes of different surgical instruments.
A. Anatomies
To account for the variation of patient-specific anatomy, we consider three different conserved human cadaver heads captured by a SIEMENS SOMATOM Definition AS+. The slices of the transverse plane are centered around the otobasis and include the full cross-section of the skull.
Due to the conservation procedure, some tissue is bloated or shrunk and screws fix the skullcap to the skull. Additionally, calibration sticks are present in the exterior auditory channels.
B. Surgical Tools and Fiducials
We consider three surgical objects -referred to as surgical instruments: A medical screw, a conventional medical drill and a prototype drilling robot. We define the origin as the point of the instrument, whose position we inherently want to identify (c.f. rays in Fig. 1 ). The geometry of these instruments is defined by meshes exported from CAD models.
The non-rigid drilling robot consists of a spherical drilling head and two cylinders connected by a flexible joint. By flexing and expanding the joint in coordination with cushions on the cylinders, it creates non-linear access paths. We implement this additional degree of freedom at the joint by generating the corresponding mesh on the fly from a generative model. The dimensions of the instruments are in line with typical MIS and bone surgery applications (drill diameter 3 mm). This leads to bounding box diagonals of 6.5 mm and 13.15 mm for the screw and the rigid front part of the robot respectively. Despite a drill's length, for the estimation of the tip's pose we should only consider the tip to limit the influence of drill bending [5] , [29] .
C. Generation of Radiographs
Our DRR Generation pipeline is fully parameterizable and tailored to the instrument pose estimation use-case. We use the Insight Segmentation and Reconstruction Toolkit [30] and the Registration Toolkit [31] to modify and project the CT anatomy into 2D images. The pipeline generates an unrestricted number of projections and corresponding ground truth poses from a CT anatomy, an instrument mesh (or generative model) and a parameter definition. While we expect an explicit definition for some parameters, most parameters accept a statistical definition. This allows us to define the highdimensional parameter space of the projections statistically.
The parameter space of our radiographs consists of:
• the 3D pose of the instrument in the anatomy (6 DoF) -position ( x instr ) -orientation (as a vector or rotations) ( n instr )
• the projection parameters (P ) (6 DoF) -Source-Object-Distance -Displacement orthogonal to the projection direction -Rotations around the object We derive the c-arm-parameters from a Ziehm Vario RFD, which has a 300 mm × 300 mm-detector at 1024x1024 pixels and a Source-Detector-Distance d SDD of 1064 mm.
An additional challenge arises, since the CT data only include a limited traversal height. To cover different projection directions, the projection geometry can be rotated leading to projection rays intersecting regions, where the CT volume data is missing. We consider projections invalid, if any projection Algorithm 1: Generation of DRRs for training and testing Input: Distributions P ( x instr ), P ( n instr ) and P (P ), Polygons x poly,i for i ∈ {lower, upper}, CTVolumeData, InstrumentMesh Output: Image, pose θ 1: repeat 2:
n instr ← draw orientation(P ( n instr ) ) 4:
P ← draw projection(P (P ) ) 6: θ ← project point(P, x instr ) Output pose 7: θ poly,i ← project point(P, x poly,i ) 8: valid ← not any(inside polygon( x instr , θ poly,i ))
until valid Fail after a defined number of 10: until valid unsuccessful iterations. 11: Anatomy ← interpolate(CTVolumeData) 12: Mesh ← transform(( x instr , n instr ), InstrumentMesh) 13: Instrument ← rasterize mesh(Mesh) 14: Volume ← combine(Anatomy, Instrument) 15: Image ← project(P , Volume) ray within 5 mm of the surgical instrument passes through a missing region of the skull. The pipeline implements this by projecting polygons onto the detector and checking, whether the instrument lies within them.
The pipeline follows Algorithm 1 to generate images and annotations:
For the Generation of the DRRs, we sample poses (positions x instr from P ( x instr ) and orientations n instr from P ( n instr )) and the projection parameters P from P (P ), until we find a projection, that is valid. P(·) denotes probability distributions, where N (µ, σ 2 ) and U(min, max) represent normal and uniform distributions. The sampling of these parameters is summarized in Table I . To determine, whether a projection is valid, we check, if rays close to the instrument travel through a part of the skull cut off by the availability of data in the CT scan. These regions are identified by a lower and an upper Polygon per anatomy. Projections with rays passing through regions of missing data are rejected and the corresponding parametersets resampled.
We interpolate the CT volume data to increase the sharpness of the instrument outlines providing finer voxels to render the mesh into. The anatomy and the surgical instrument volumes are combined and volume-projected to the image. We export the pose θ (c.f. Equation 1) of the instrument to provide annotations for later use in training and evaluation.
D. Cases and Scenarios
Let a case be an unique combination of an instrument and a subject's anatomy on a DRR. This leads to three cases for each of the three instruments.
A scenario assigns the three cases associated with an instrument to the training and the validation set leading to three scenarios per instrument.
In our 3-fold cross-validation-scheme we use projections from two anatomies to assemble the training data while the third anatomy is reserved for evaluation. We define the benchmark scenario for design parameter search to use the screw and anatomies 1 and 2 for training.
We provide 20 plausible poses (position and orientation) for every subject, 10 for left and right side each. These poses are chosen to be clinically plausible, for the screw at the skull surface around the ear and for the drill/robot in the mastoid bone. By individually sampling deviations from these nominal poses we create a 6-dimensional manifold of configurations. We use different distributions for training and testing better resemble the clinical use-case (c.f. Table I ). This process yields us 10, 000 radiographs per scenario for training.
IV. METHODS
Our approach marginalizes the parameter space of the Deep Neural Network by introducing a patchification strategy and a standard pose w.r.t. the image patch. In standard pose the instrument is positioned at a central location and oriented in the direction of the x-axis of the patch. Since we require an initial estimate of the pose, the assumption of a standard pose reduces the possible range of angles from any angle (0 • −360 • ) to that present in the initial estimate.
We define the pose θ to be the set of pixel coordinates, forward angle, the projection angle and the depth of the instrument. These variables are defined w.r.t. the detector and the projection geometry of the digitally generated radiograph (see Fig. 2 ).
The forward angle α indicates the angle between the instrument's main rotational axis projected onto the image plane and the horizontal axis of the image. The projection angle τ quantifies the tilt of the instrument w.r.t. the detector plane. The depth d represents the distance on the projection normal from the source (focal point) to the instrument (c.f. SourceObject-Distance).
We design a geometry-based angle-estimation scheme to investigate a direct (end-to-end regression) and an indirect (modular design) from a single image (Section IV-A). Following a discussion of the general estimation strategy, we discuss our CNN design, the implementation of a patchification strategy and perform an iterative evaluation, which takes advantage of the properties of the standard patch pose.
A. Regression of Orientation Angles from Images
Initially, we analyze the generalized problem of predicting the orientation (forward angle) of an object in an image. Since many medical instruments display varying degrees of rotational invariance, we cannot use quaternions like PoseNet [32] and its derivatives.
For this purpose we reduce the 3d x-ray scenario to a 2d rectangle scenario. The images show a black rectangle on white background. Two corners of the rectangle are rounded to eliminate the rectangle's rotational periodicity at 180 degrees. This rectangle represents a simplification of the instrument outline (c.f. Fig. 3) .
We evaluate two methods to predict the forward angle: 1) direct (i.e. the network has 1 output node) or 2) indirect by regressing on x-and y-coordinates of two points placed at both ends of the shape (i.e. the network has 4 output nodes). For this comparison we generate an artificially training and testing data set (20, 000/1, 000 images) with image size 30 × 30 pixel and rectangle dimensions 15 × 9 pixel. We draw both the center position and the forward angle from an uniform distribution.
Both approaches use the same simplified network (4 convolutional and 3 fully connected layers) with the exception of the output layer.
B. Pose Estimation Algorithm
Simplifying i3PosNet to i2PosNet by dropping the iterative component (k max = 1), the approach consists of the three steps: patch generation, point prediction and the geometric reconstruction of the pose from the predicted pointsŶ as shown in Algorithm 2.
In patch generation, we use the initial estimate as an approximation of the pose. The radiograph is rotated around
Parameter
Training Evaluation the initial position by the initial forward angle. Cutting the image to its patch size of 92x48 results in the estimated pose being placed in standard pose. Since the estimate is only an approximation, the instrument on the radiograph will be slightly offset (by position and rotation) from this standard pose. Finding this offset is the task we train the CNN to perform by training it with deviations from the standard pose.
From an image patch, our deep CNN predicts 6 key points placed on the main axis of the instrument and the plane orthogonal to the projection direction. This CNN is designed after a VGG-fashion [33] with 13 weight layers. Input and output of the CNN are 92x48 image patches and 12 normalized values representing the x-and y-coordinates of the key points.
We define the placement of six key points (see Fig. 3 ) (x 
Using a cross-shape, x key i = 0 or y key i = 0 enables us to invert Equation 2 geometrically by fitting lines through two subsets of key points (see also Fig. 3 ). The intersection yields the position (x, y)
T and the slope the forward angle α. The depth d and projection angle τ are determined by using Equation 3 and 4 on the same key point subsets. 
The input of the network is a 92x48-normalized greyscale image, as provided by the patch generation.
We benchmark the CNN (for the benchmarking scenario, see Section III-D) on multiple design dimensions including the number of convolutional layers and blocks, the pooling layer type, the number of fully connected layers and the regularization strategy. In this context, we assume a block consists of multiple convolutional layers and ends in a pooling layer shrinking the layer size by a factor of 2x2. Adjusting the last layer to use a Stride of 2x2 is an option for pooling. All layers use ReLU activation. We double the number of channels after every block, starting with 32 for the first block. We use the Mean Squared Error as loss function. The design dimensions of our analysis are summarized in Table II. For optimizers, we evaluated both Stochastic Gradient Descent with Nesterov Momentum update and Adam including different parameter combinations. 1 
D. Data augmentation and training setup
From 1024x1024 DRRs (as generated by the generation pipeline described in Section III-C) we create training sets 1 We enclose detailed analysis and comparisons of the design parameters for the network architecture and the optimizer in the Supplementary Material. Fig. 3 . Prediction scheme for i2PosNet (no iteration); blue: initial key points (KP), green: ground truth KP, yellow: predicted KP; red: predicted position for all scenarios. We create 10 image patches for each image of the cases used for training. In the creation of these image patches, two considerations to train the CNN on similar samples compared to the use-case are taken: 1) Deviations from the standard pose are covered by adding noise to the image coordinates and forward angle components of the pose. 2) Greater model accuracy around the standard pose is achieved by sampling the noise such that the CNN trains on more samples with poses similar to the standard pose. We implement these considerations by adding deviations equal to the expected clinical initial estimates: for the position (∆x initial = 2.5 mm) the noise is sampled in polar coordinates (R, β) and for the forward angle ∆α we draw from a normal distribution (∆α initial = 10
• ) as described by Equation 5:
V. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted four evaluations 2 to assess the performance of i3PosNet:
1) Quantative Comparison of i3PosNet with Registration 2) Analysis of direct and indirect prediction of angles, i.e. end-to-end and modular training 3) Generalization to instruments and anatomies 4) Analysis of the number of training X-ray images Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we used the same sampling strategy for the initial pose as for data augmentation (c.f. Section IV-D). i3PosNet does not need an initial estimate for the projection angle or the depth. The upper bound of 2.5 mm for the initial position estimation error is drawn from two considerations: a) initial pose estimates from electromagnetic tracking [3] and b) position errors larger than 1 mm from the surgery plan are assumed to be a failure states in any case.
A. Metrics
We evaluated the components of the predicted pose independently using 5 error measures:
• Position (Millimeter): Euclidean Distance between prediction and ground truth at the instrument projected on 2 See the Supplementary Material for the analysis of the design parameters. We are restricted to differences in absolute angle values, since i3PosNet cannot determine the sign of projection angle (cos(τ ) = cos(−τ ) ) • Depth Error (Millimeter): Error of the Depth estimation, which von de Kraats [34] refers to as the target registration error in the projection direction.
B. Comparison with Current State-of-art
Registration is the accepted current state-of-art method for pose estimation in medical applications [9] , [10] , [20] , [35] , [36] , while Deep Learning-based methods are still new to the field [23] . We evaluated registration for pose estimation for the screw and anatomy 1 in an earlier work [36] . There we identified the configuration and components for the registration to achieve the best results: Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA) for the Optimizer and Gradient Correlation (GC) as Metric. This configuration is consistent with findings from Uneri et.al. [9] and Miao et.al. [24] .
Experimental Setup: We generated 25 DRRs for the screw and anatomy 1 (c.f. Evaluation in Table I ) and performed two pose estimations from randomly sampled deviations from the initial estimate. The projection matrices were available to the registration method, so new DRRs (moving images) were generated on the fly depending on the pose of the instrument. We limited the number of DRRs generated to 400. While the registration operated on positions w.r.t. the patient, all error calculations were performed in terms of the pose (c.f. Equation 1). Four i3PosNet-models were independently trained for 80 epochs and evaluated for 1 iteration (i2PosNet) and for 3 iterations (i3PosNet). The results of these 4 models were merged into one box. Results: i3PosNet outperformed the state-of-the-art registration method with the best configuration (CMA and GC) by a factor of 5 and more (see Fig. 4 ). For i3PosNet and i2PosNet all results are below 0.5 Pixel (0.1 mm).
C. Direct vs. indirect prediction
To emphasize our reliance on geometric considerations, we evaluated the prediction of forward angles (orientation) on a simplified artificial case (see Section IV-A) and confirmed the results on our benchmark case (see Section III-D).
General orientation angle regression: We trained 5 models independently to regress the forward angle for the rectangle scenario for the direct and the indirect prediction approach. For  Fig. 5 we merged the evaluation results for all five models. Our proposed indirect method (using geometric considerations) outperformed the direct method. The results showed a better overall accuracy (the third quartile of indirect errors roughly matches the first quartile of direct errors) and significantly less dominant outliers. Especially the errors at the jump from 360
• to 0
• became apparent. Comparison of end-to-end and modular schemes: Comparing i3PosNet with an end-to-end setup, we found the direct regression for the forward angle to display about 50% larger errors than i3PosNet (indirect regression). We observed similar error levels for situations close to the standard pose (α = 0
• ), but with increasing difference of the pose to this mean pose, errors got significantly larger. Fig. 6 illustrates the consistent results of the modular and the dependency on both analyzed angles of the end-to-end approach.
D. Analysis of projection parameters
In order to determine the limits imposed on i3PosNet by the properties of the projection, we evaluated i3PosNet's dependence on the projection angle. We expected limitations, since instruments with a dominant axis and strong rotational symmetry are nearly indiscriminate w.r.t. the orientation when the dominant axis and the projection direction coincide.
i3PosNet's forward angle predictions gradually started to loose quality as shown in Fig. 7 for absolute projection angles |τ | greater than 60
• , which corresponds to a projection length of 50% compared to nice projections. These effects became significant for |τ | > 80
• sometimes even leading to forward angle estimates for the next iteration outside the parameter space specified in training and thereby escalating errors. Therefore we limit the experiments to |τ | < 80
• . Fig. 7 illustrates these observations by displaying projections in addition to the forward angle errors for all three instruments. The drill was especially prone to error increases at large absolute projection angles.
E. Considering number of images and iterations
To determine the optimal number or iterations for i3PosNet, we analyzed the improvements of predictions for different numbers of iterations. Fig. 8 shows the large increase of mean and quartile errors in the second iteration followed by a negligible increase in the third. Single-image predictions using one GTX 1080 at 6 % utilization took 57.6 ms for 3 iterations making i3PosNet feasible for realtime-applications (17.4 Hz).
We evaluated the number of unique images (constant 20 patches per DRR) used for training (see Fig. 9 ). By increasing the number of training epochs we kept the number of model updates constant to distinguish between model convergence and dataset size. We observed a trend of decreasing errors with saturation.
F. Generalization to Instruments and Anatomies
The experiments for instruments and anatomies differed in the chosen set of DRRs for the datasets as well as on the placement of the standard pose and the fourth key point. Since most of the instrument was "in front" of its origin for the screw and "behind" its origin for the other two instruments, the position of the standard pose in the patch was adapted to include a large part of the instrument in the patch and the forth key point was placed accordingly. These adaptations translated to mirroring the instrument on the Y-Z plane.
In the evaluation of i3PosNet we ran 10, 000 experiments for any individual trained neural network leading to 235, 920 experiments after dropping experiments with projection angles |τ | greater than 80
• . We normalized the whiskers in Fig. 10 to an outlier percentage of approximately 0.7%.
From the Evaluation of the Position Error (see Fig. 10a ) 99.964% of the evaluations resulted in errors less than 0.3 mm. Most of these fail-cases 94.1% were attributed to five DRRs 0.056% and 87.1% concerned the drill. 95 % (99%) of the Millimeter Errors were smaller than 0.071 mm (0.107 mm).
VI. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
We estimate the pose of three surgical instruments using a Deep-Learning based approach. By including geometric considerations into our method, we are able approximate the non-linear properties of rotation and projection. In previous works, this was done by training neural networks to specialized sections of the parameter space [24] , in effect providing the chance for local linearizations. i3PosNet outperforms registration based methods by a factor of 5 and more.
i3PosNet performs well independent of the instrument, with the only instrument dependent parameters being the relation Fig. 9 . i2PosNet (no iteration) Evaluation for number of images used for training; 20 patches were generated per DRR of the instrument origin with respect to the instruments center of mass.
Our instruments share the property of a dominant axis with most surgical instruments (screws, nails, rotational tools, catheters, drills, etc.) and is evaluated for minimally invasive surgery, where tools are very small. A dominant axis leads to i3PosNet's limitation on feasible projection angles, which requires there to be an angle of at least 10
• between said axis and the projection direction. The non-existence of the noncontinuous jump between 359
• and 0
• is another advantages of the indirect determination of the orientation.
In the future, we want to embed i3PosNet in a multitool localization scheme, where fiducials, instruments etc. are localized and their pose estimated without the knowledge of the projection matrix. To increase the 3D accuracy, multiple orthogonal x-rays and a proposal scheme for the projection direction may be used. We want to verify i3PosNet on real xray images by exploring the dependence on clean annotations and investigating methods to cope with noisy annotations. One limitation of i3PosNet is the associated radiation exposure, which could be decreased by low-energy x-rays, possibly at multiple settings [37] .
With the accuracy shown in this paper, i3PosNet enables surgeons to accurately determine the pose of instruments, even when the line of sight is obstructed. Through this novel navigation method, surgeries previously barred from minimally invasive approaches are opened to new possibilities with an outlook of higher precision and reduced patient surgery trauma. 
